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Abstract - Educational data mining has emerged an on independent research area in recent years.  Data related 

to field of education industry.  This   paper   discusses   about   SSLC   student   taking decision   for group 

selected suggestion.     The biggest problem   some of the student got above 85 % in SSLC but at the same 

student merely lose the percentage in HSC.  So here find out   the factor  for  reducing  mark. This problem may 

be come in non-interest group selection, or they  felt  difficult to read 12th syllabus.  So this paper focused on 

student group select factor. The  scope  of this paper predicting the which group is match to  the  student, For 

their higher secondary education because The higher secondary education is important in student life because it 

is one of the factor  that are going to decide the future of the student. Here collected the primary data through 

questionnaire among 12
th

 and college student   The questionnaire question about Which group in 11
th

 std, why 

selected the this group , and mark in SSLC , interest subject in 10th std, and their ambition and ect.,  And   these  

collection  data  apply  to many data mining techniques in WEKA tool. Predicting the select good group to 

student is a great concern to the higher education managements. The scope of this paper is to investigate the 

accuracy of data mining techniques in such an environment and comparing the results obtained in WEKA. 

Classification techniques are used to classify each item in a set of data into one of predefined set of classes or 

groups. Classification methods like decision trees, Bayesian   network etc can be applied on the educational data 

for predicting the student’s group selection for higher secondary.  There are many approaches that are used for 

data classification the decision tree (J48) method is used in this study. The Naive bayes, Multi Layer Perception, 

SMO, J48, REP Tree algorithms are applied on the student’s data to predict group select design.  The study 

revealed that the Multi Layer Perception is more accurate than the other algorithms. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Educational Data Mining is a growing trend in case of higher education. The quality of the Educational Institute 

may be enhanced through discovering hidden knowledge from the student databases/ data warehouses.  In other 

words Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an emerging interdisciplinary research area that deals with the 

development of methods to explore data originating in an educational context. EDM uses different 

computational approaches to analyze educational data in order to study educational questions. Educational Data 

Mining (EDM) is an emerging multidisciplinary research area, in which methods and techniques for   exploring 

data originating from various educational information systems have been developed.      EDM is both a   

learning   science, as well as a rich application area for data mining,   due to the growing availability of 

educational data.   EDM   contributes to the study of how students learn, and the settings  in which they learn. It 

enables data-driven decision making for improving the current educational practice an    learning material. We 

present a brief overview of EDM and   introduce four selected EDM papers representing a crosscut  of  different 

application areas for data mining in education.  

 

II. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

 

This study deals with predict the select the suitable group for all kind of  the  students   based on the 

classification techniques.  The Scope of the Study is to compare the algorithms in classifications methods, 

namely Naive Bayes, Multilayer perceptron, SMO, J48, REPTree. The student database is constructed from   
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primary data’s are collected among 12
th

 and college student. This survey will help the SSLC student for higher 

secondary group selection suggestion.   This   paper is used to prevent the reduced the mark in 12
th

 std because 

fully analyses the factor of reduce ding mark. Create one   application   for  SSLC   student. That application 

will help  for   group   selection   suggestion  design. 

 

III. STATEMENT   OF   THE PROBLEM 

 

The main problem is some of the  student  got  above  85%   marks in SSLC but the same merely lose the marks 

and percentage in HSC.  Here find out there is a   need  to  what  are the factors are arises, and why that student 

got minimum marks in higher secondary examination. This research is used to predict the  select good group to 

the student for their higher secondary education. Because  The    higher   secondary   education   consists   of   

two years schooling, preceding ten years of basic education and followed by higher education.  The higher 

secondary education is important in a student Life because it is a one of the factor that are going to decide the 

future of   to   student. Based on their mark in higher secondary examination, they   are   going   to   get   college   

education. 

IV. OBJCTIVE OF THE STUDY  

 

The main objective of this study is to use data mining methodologies to predict     student’s group   select 

method on the student profile. 

 To design a model to select a good group in HSC using classification algorithm. 

 To compare the different classification algorithm. 

 To analysis   the relationship among the different factors of deciding student group selecting 

suggestion. 

 To design model   to help educational institution take decision. 

 To   find the  reason   for  poor  performance  in HSC. 

This work will help the student to reach their goal in future. By this guidance     their career will be bright full. 

 

Hypothesis testing: A procedure, based on sample evidence and probability theory, used to determine whether 

the hypothesis is a reasonable statement and should not be rejected, or is unreasonable and should be rejected. A 

research hypothesis is a predictive statement capable of being tested by scientific methods that relates an 

independent variable to some dependent variable. 

Hypothesis – I   : There is significance difference  between  the  Reason  for  reducing  Mark and Satisfied this 

group  

Hypothesis –II   : There is significance difference between the   Reason for take this group                                                                 

Hypothesis–III  : There is significance difference between the Obtained mark in 10
th

 std  and  Expectation mark 

in 12
th   

std 

Hypothesis–IV  : There is significance difference between Reason for liking subject And  Reason  for  reducing 

mark. 

Hypothesis –V : There is significance difference between like the subject and group in11
th 

  std 

 

V. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Umamaheswari. K S. Niraimathi [1] stated that the main objective of higher educational institutions is to 

provide proper placement facilities to the student. For this reason they categorize the student based on their skill 

level. Skill level is ranked in the form of CGPA grade taking into account end semester marks and also based 

skill test. These are used evaluate to evaluate the results. According to the student level, they categorize them 

into groups. The institution allows the eligible students to attend, the recruitment process based on the 

companies criteria. The eligible students were categorized using clustering technique. This makes easier to 

select and reduce time as well. Due to this process recruited candidates are high and filtering is low.  Yadav and 

Pal[2] conducted a study using classification tree to predict student academic performance using students’ 

gender, admission type, previous schools marks, medium of  teaching, location of living, accommodation type, 

father’s qualification, mother’s qualification, father’s occupation, mother’s occupation, family annual income 
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and so on. In their study, they achieved around 62.22%, 62.22% and 67.77% overall prediction accuracy using 

ID3, CART and C4.5 decision tree algorithms respectively. 

 

The work by Ajay Kumar Pal and Saurabh Pal [3] describes the use of data mining techniques to improve the 

efficiency of academic performance in the educational institutions. Various data mining techniques such as 

decision tree, association rule, nearest neighbors, neural networks, genetic algorithms, exploratory factor 

analysis and stepwise regression can be applied to the higher education process, which in turn helps to improve 

student’s performance. This type of approach gives high confidence to students in their studies. This method 

helps to identify the students who need special advising or counseling by the teacher which gives high quality of 

education. This study investigates and compares the educational domain of data mining from data that come 

from students personal, social, psychological and other environmental variables. The scope of this research 

paper, makes to extract the knowledge discover from the student database for improving the student 

performance. Here by, data mining techniques including a rule learner (OneR), a common decision tree 

algorithm C4.5 (J48), a neural network (Multilayer Perceptron), and a Nearest Neighbour algorithm (IB1) are 

used. 

 

Bharadwaj and Pal [4] in their  study they used students’ previous semester marks, class test grade, seminar 

performance, assignment performance, general proficiency, attendance in class and lab work to predict students’ 

mark in  their end semester.  Sohil Pandya &Dr. Paresh V. Virparia [5], in this paper researcher tried to examine 

and investigate various methods of classifications like Decision Trees (DT), Naïve Bayes (NB), k-Nearest 

Neighbour (kNN), Feed Forward Neural Networks (FFNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to identify the 

best fit methods among them for the University domain. All the above mentioned algorithms were implemented 

using WEKA, an Open Source Software which consists of a collection of machine learning algorithms for data 

mining tasks.  

VI. ANALYSIS OF STUDENT DATA USING WEKA TOOL 

 

 A total of 300 records were taken for the analysis. The following figure shows the test dataset. To testing the 

data we use the student related variables such as which subject like in 10 th std, what is reason to liking subject, 

mark obtained in 10
th

 std, and  had  a private  tution, which group take in 11
th

 std, what is the reason to take this 

group, are you satisfied this group, and are you feel reduced your mark 12
th

 std ,what is the reason to reduced 

your mark ,  etc., In this study, those features whose chi-square values were greater than 10 were given due 

considerations and the highly influencing variables with high chi-square values have been identified and to 

predict the branch selection recommendation to get the more accurate results.  

 

 
 

A.  Analysis of Student Data Using Weka Tool Window 

In this study to select the selecting attributes using weka tool and choose the ChiSquareAttributeEval and 

Ranker method and get the high potential variables using to predict the student’s performance. Those features 
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whose chi-square values were greater than 10 were given due considerations and the highly influencing 

variables with high chi-square values have been shown in Table . These features were used for the classification. 

 

B. Attributes Selection using  weka 

In this study attributes selection were used to find out the best attributes in the data. Attribute selection involves 

searching through all possible combinations of attributes in the data to find which subset of attributes works best 

for prediction. To do this, two objects must be set up: an attribute evaluator and a search method. The evaluator 

determines what method is used to assign a worth to each subset of attributes. The search method determines 

what style of search is performed. In this study I use ChiSquaredAttributeEval and for this the search method is 

Ranker. I then select the top 33 attributes from those 19 attributes for this study.            

 

          

Table: 1 High Potential Variable 

 

NAME OF THE VARIABLES CHI-SQUARE VALUES 

PAROCCU 268.1579 

WTDHRS 191.399 

STWHLS 184.627 

WTREREUM 135.2607 

WERETG 108.6445 

REDUMHSC 100.6445 

WTUAMB 80.9114 

HMACHHS 55.2984 

CAHOM 53.2609 

EDUPF 50.1556 

WTREHRS 24.316 

ACHSOMD 20.1013 

STLAR 16.0599 

AYSATG 15.5015 

HBSEDUPF 14.6145 

HPTUT 12.449 

 

Using   Data mining Techniques 

Classification is the most commonly applied data mining technique, which employs a set of pre-classified 

examples to develop a model that can classify the population of records at large. This approach frequently 

employs decision tree and neural network-based classification algorithms. The data classification process 

involves learning and classification. In Learning the training data are analyzed by classification algorithm. In 

classification test data are used to estimate the accuracy of the classification rules. If the accuracy is acceptable 

the rules can be applied to the new data tuples. In our study we used MultiLayerperception classification 
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technique to represent logical rules of student group selection method.The basic techniques for data 

classification such as decision tree, Bayesian classifier, Bayesian belief network and rule classification. Data 

classification is a two-step process, the first step is a built describing a predetermining set of data classes or 

concepts, this the learning step, where a classification algorithm builds by analyzing a training set made up their 

database.  

   

Data Prediction: Classification prediction encompasses two levels: classifier construction and the usage of the 

classifier constructed. The former is concerned with the building of a classification model by describing a set of 

predetermined classes from a training set as a result of learning from that dataset. Each sample in the training set 

is assumed to belong  to a predefined class, as determined by the class attribute label. The model is represented   

as classification rules, decision trees, or mathematical formula. The later involves the use of a classifier built to 

predict or classify unknown objects based on\the patterns observed in the training set.The entire process begins 

with collection of evidence acquired from various data sources or warehouses. In the ideal situation, the data 

should be of low dimensionality, independent and discriminative so that its values are very similar to 

characteristics in the same class but very different in features from different classes. Raw data hardly   satisfies 

these conditions and therefore a set of procedures called feature generation. 

 

C. Bayesian Classification 

Naive Bayes is a simple technique for constructing classifiers: models that assign class labels to problem 

instances, represented as vectors of feature values, where the class labels are drawn from some finite set. It is 

not a single algorithm for training such classifiers, but a family of algorithms based on a common principle: all 

naive Bayes classifiers assume that the value of a particular feature is independent of the value of any other 

feature, given the class variable. For example, a fruit may be considered to be an apple if it is red, round, and 

about 3" in diameter. A naive Bayes classifier considers each of these features to contribute independently to the 

the probability that this fruit is an apple, regardless of any possible correlations between the color, roundness 

and diameter features. 

 

For some types of probability models, naive Bayes classifiers can be trained very efficiently in a supervised 

learning setting. In many practical applications, parameter estimation for naive Bayes models uses the method 

of maximum likelihood; in other words, one can work with the naive Bayes model without accepting Bayesian 

probability or using any Bayesian methods. Despite their naive design and apparently oversimplified 

assumptions, naive Bayes classifiers have worked quite well in many complex real-world situations. In 2004, an 

analysis of the Bayesian classification problem showed that there are sound theoretical reasons for the 

apparently implausible efficacy of naive Bayes classifiers. Bayesian classifiers are statically classifiers. They 

can predict class membership.  robabilities such as the  probability  that a given tuple belongs to   particular 

class.  Navie Bayesian classifier assume that the effect of an attribute value on given class is independent of 

value of other attributes.    This assumption is called class condition independent. 

Bayesian Net Algorithm 

This algorithms analysis the student data give accuracy of 83 %. 

 
Figure:  Bayesian Net Algorithm In Weka Window 
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=== Confusion Matrix === 

   a     b    c    d    e   <-- classified as 

 118   0    3   8   17 |   a = BIOMATHS 

   2    28   6   1    2 |   b = ARTS 

   1     3  39   0    3 |   c = ACCNTCOMP 

   1    0    0    10    0 |   d = BIOCOMP 

   5    0    4     0   49 |   e = MATHSCOMP 

 

Table: 2 Classification Matrixes: Bayes. Naive Bayes Prediction Model 

 

 

GRADE 

VALUES 

 

PREDICTED 

%OF 

CORRECT 

PREDICTION 

 

 

OBSERVED 

 a 

Ac.cmp 

b 

Bio.mat 

c 

Bio.cmp 

d 

Arts 

e 

Mat.cmp 

 

a=A.C 10(10) 1 1 0 1 100 

b=B.M 1 12(14) 0 1 1 85.71 

c=B.C 0 0 11(11) 0 0 100 

d=AR 2 1 1 5(9) 0 55.50 

e=M.C 1 0 1 0 4(6) 66.66 

 

Correctly Classified Instances         41             83.1325 % 

Incorrectly Classified Instances        9               16.8675 % 

Kappa statistic                               0.7303 

Mean absolute error                      0.0836 

Root mean squared error              0.2233 

Relative absolute error                 34.155 % 

Root relative squared error          64.0462 % 

Total Number of Instances              50    

 

Simple  Naïve  Bayes 

The simple naive bayes give accuracy of student data is 76%. 

 
 

Figure:  Simple  Naïve  Bayes   Algorithm in Weka Window 

 

=== Confusion Matrix === 

  a      b    c    d      e   <-- classified as 

 126   0   6   9    5 |   a = BIOMATHS 

   3   30    5    0    1 |   b = ARTS 
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   2    4   38    0    2 |   c = ACCNTCOMP 

   1    0    0   10    0 |   d = BIOCOMP 

  28   0    5    1   24 |   e = MATHSCOMP 

 

D. Classifier   Multi Layer  Perception  Function 

The learning process of a multilayer perceptron requires the optimization of an error function comparing the 

predicted output, y, and the observed target, t. We review some usual error functions, analyze their mathematical 

properties for data classification purposes, and introduce a new one, inspired by the Z-EDM algorithm that we 

have recently proposed. An important property of is its ability to emulate the behavior of other error functions 

by the sole adjustment of a real-valued parameter.  

 

 
 

Figure: Classifier   Multi Layer  Perception  Function  in  Weka Window 

 

In other words, s a sort of generalized error function embodying complementary features of other functions. The 

experimental results show that the flexibility of the new, generalized, error function allows one to obtain the best 

results achievable with the other functions with a performance improvement in some cases. A MLP is especially 

suitable for approximating a classification function which sets the example determined by the vector attribute 

values into one or more classes. multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a feed forward artificial neural network model 

that maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate output. 

 

== Confusion Matrix == 

   a     b     c    d    e   <-- classified as 

 146   0   0   0   0 |   a = BIOMATHS 

   0   39   0   0   0 |   b = ARTS 

   0   0   46   0   0 |   c = ACCNTCOMP 

   0   0    0   11   0 |   d = BIOCOMP 

   0   0   0     0    58 |   e = MATHSCOMP 

 

Table: Classification Matrix: Function .Multilayer Perception  Prediction Mode 

 

GRADE 

VALUES 

PREDICTED %OF CORRECT 

PREDICTION 

OBSERVED  a 

Ac.cmp 

b 

Bio.mat 

c 

Bio.cmp 

d 

Arts 

E 

Mat.cmp 

 

 a=A.C 10(10) 1 0 0 0 100 

 b=B.M 1 13(14) 0 0 0 92.85 

 

Correctly Classified Instances         42              97.5904 % 

Incorrectly Classified Instances         8               2.4096 % 

Kappa statistic                               0.96   
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Mean absolute error                      0.241  

Root mean squared error              0.3165 

Relative absolute error                 98.4903 % 

Root relative squared error           90.7767 % 

Total Number of Instances              50     

 

 
 

Figure: Classifier SMO Function in Weka Window 

E. Classifier SMO Function  

Sequential Minimal Optimization or SMO. Training a support vector machine requires the solution of a very 

large quadratic programming (QP) optimization problem. SMO breaks this large QP problem into a series of 

smallest possible QP problems. These small QP problems    are solved analytically, which avoids using a time-

consuming numerical QP optimization as an inner loop. The amount of memory required for SMO is linear in 

the training set size, which allows SMO to handle very large training sets. Because matrix computation is 

avoided, SMO scales somewhere between linear and quadratic in the training set size for various test problems, 

while the standard chunking SVM algorithm scales somewhere between linear and cubic in the training set size. 

SMO’s computation time is dominated by SVM  evaluation, hence SMO is fastest for linear SVMs and sparse 

data sets. On real world sparse data sets, SMO can be more than 1000 times faster than the chunking algorithm. 

 

=== Confusion Matrix === 

   a    b   c   d   e   <-- classified as 

 141   0   1   0   4 |   a = BIOMATHS 

   0   37   2   0   0 |   b = ARTS 

   0   3   41   0   2 |   c = ACCNTCOMP 

   0   0   0   11   0 |   d = BIOCOMP 

   2   0   1   0   55 |   e = MATHSCOMP 

 

F. Decision Tress 

A decision tree can be used as a model for a sequential decision problems under uncertainty. A  decision tree 

describes graphically the decisions to be made, the events that may occur, and the outcomes associated with 

combinations of decisions and events. Probabilities are assigned to the events, and values are determined for 

each outcome. A major goal of the analysis is to determine  the best decision. Decision tree induction is the 

learning of decision trees from class-labelled   training tuples. a decision tree is a flowchart –like tree structure, 

where each internal node denotes a test on  an attribute, each branch repents an  outcome of the test and each 

leaf  node  holds a class lables. 

 

J48 Classifier  

J48 is an open source Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm inthe Weka data mining tool. C4.5 is a 

program that creates a decision tree based on a set of labeled input data. This algorithm was developed by Ross 
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Quinlan. The decision trees generated by C4.5 can be used  for classification, and for this reason, C4.5 is often 

referred to as a statistical classifier (”C4.5 (J48)”, 

 

 
J48 Classifier in Weka Window 

=== Confusion Matrix == 

  a     b     c     d     e   <-- classified as 

 142   0   0   0   4 |   a   = BIOMATHS 

   4   31   4   0    0 |   b   = ARTS 

   6    4    34   0   2 |  c    = ACCNTCOMP 

   5    0     0    4   2 |   d   = BIOCOMP 

 

Classification Matrix: Tree .J48 (Tree) Prediction Model 

        

 

GRADE 

VALUES 

 

PREDICTED 

%OF 

CORRECT 

PREDICTION 

 

 

 

 

OBSERVED 

 a 

Ac.cmp 

b 

Bio.mat 

c 

Bio.cmp 

d 

Arts 

E 

Mat.cmp 

 

a=A.C 6(10) 0 2 1 1          60 

b=B.M 1 13(14) 0 0 0 92.85 

c=B.C 2 2 5(11) 0 0 45.45 

d=AR 1 5 0 3(9) 0 44.44 

e=M.C 1 0 1 0 4(6) 66.66 

 

   Correctly Classified Instances          37             85.5422 % 

    Incorrectly Classified Instances        13             14.4578 % 

    Kappa statistic                              0.7499 

    Mean absolute error                      0.0926 

    Root mean squared error               0.2152 

    Relative absolute error                  37.8446 % 

    Root relative squared error             61.7053 % 

   Total Number of Instances             50 

 

Reduced Error Pruning Tree  (REPTree) 

TRE Regression Trees can be used to model functions, though each end point will result in the same predicted 

value, a constant for that end point can be achieved. Thus regression trees are like classification trees except that 

the end point will be a predicted function value rather than a predicted classification. Instead of using the Gini 

Index the impurity criterion is the sum of squares, so splits which cause the biggest reduction in the sum of 
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squares will be selected. Reptree uses the regression tree logic and creates multiple trees in different iterations. 

After that it selects best one from all generated trees. 

 

 
 

Reduced Error Pruning Tree in Weka Window 

 

That will be considered as the representative. In pruning the tree the measure used is the mean square error on 

the predictions made by the tree. This paper proposes a method to identify the web spam and since tree based 

models seems to be more promising; the regression based models are deployed. A tree can be identified with a 

set of properties which are finite. They have two key components: the tree and its parametric models in each 

terminal node. The parameters include the splitting rules, topology of the tree (including the children, interior 

node). The parametric model in each terminal node is the probability of belonging to the each response class. 

 

=== Confusion Matrix === 

   a     b     c     d     e   <-- classified as 

 133   0   4   0   9 |   a = BIOMATHS 

  16   18   5   0   0 |   b = ARTS 

  16   6    22   0   2 |   c = ACCNTCOMP 

   8   0     1     0   2 |   d = BIOCOMP 

  23   0    5    0     30 |   e = MATHSCOM 

 

G. Classification of Clustering Algorithm 

Cluster analysis divides data into meaningful or useful groups (clusters). If meaningful clusters are the goal, 

then the resulting clusters should capture the “natural “ structure” of the data. For example, cluster analysis has 

been used to group related documents for browsing, to find genes and proteins that have similar functionality, 

and to provide a grouping of spatial locations prone to earthquakes.  

 
Classification of Clustering Algorithm in Weka Window 
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However, in other cases, cluster analysis is only a useful starting point for other purposes, e.g., data compression 

or efficiently finding the nearest neighbors of points. Whether for understanding or utility, cluster analysis has 

long been used in a wide variety of fields: psychology and other social sciences, biology, statistics, pattern 

recognition, information retrieval, machine learning, and data mining. The scope of this paper is modest: to 

provide an introduction to cluster analysis in the field of data mining, where we define data mining to be the 

discovery of useful, but non-obvious, information or patterns in large collections of data. Much of this paper is 

necessarily consumed with providing a general background for cluster analysis, but we also discuss a number of 

clustering techniques that have recently been developed specifically for data mining. While the paper strives to 

be self-contained from a conceptual point of view, many details have been omitted. Consequently, many 

references to relevant books and papers are provided 

 

Similar to classification, clustering is the organization of data in classes. However, unlike classification, in 

clustering, class labels are unknown and it is up to the clustering algorithm to discover acceptable classes. 

Clustering is also called unsupervised classification, because the classification is not dictated by given class 

labels. There are many clustering approaches all based on the principle of maximizing the similarity between 

objects in a same class (intra-class similarity) and minimizing the similarity between objects of different classes 

(inter-class similarity). 

 

Classification Rules using Decision Tree: J48 Algorithm 

Decision trees represent a supervised approach to classification. WEKA uses the J48 algorithm, which is 

WEKA’s implementation of C4.5 Decision tree algorithm. J48 is actually a slight improved to and the latest 

version of C4.5.Some of the strong rules obtained from the tree are as follows: 

 

Decision Tree:  J48 Algorithm 

MRISSLC <= 365 

|   REDUMHSC = YES 

|   |   CAHOM = MOTHER: ARTS (3.0) 

|   |   CAHOM = FATHER 

|   |   |   STRELS = OWNSUBINTE: BIOMATHS (2.21/0.21) 

|   |   |   STRELS = EASYGETMARK: BIOCOMP (2.0) 

|   |   |   STRELS = EASYTOLEARN: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   STRELS = EASTTOLEARN: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   STRELS = EAST TO LEARN: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   CAHOM = BROTHER: BIOCOMP (1.0) 

|   |   CAHOM = SISTER: BIOCOMP (1.0) 

|   |   CAHOM = OTHER: BIOCOMP (0.0) 

|   |   CAHOM = WEAVER: BIOCOMP (0.0) 

|   |   CAHOM = TAILOR: BIOCOMP (0.0) 

|   REDUMHSC = NO 

|   |   WTDHRS = ANYDEGREE 

|   |   |   HMACHHSC <= 950: ARTS (23.0/4.0) 

|   |   |   HMACHHSC > 950 

|   |   |   |   HBSEDUPF = NO: ACCNTCOMP (8.0) 

|   |   |   |   HBSEDUPF = YES 

|   |   |   |   |   STLAR = RURAL: ACCNTCOMP (3.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   STLAR = URBAN: ARTS (4.0) 

|   |   WTDHRS = ANYPROFCOURSE: ACCNTCOMP (12.0/2.0) 

|   |   WTDHRS = MEDICAL: BIOCOMP (0.21) 

|   |   WTDHRS = BE: ACCNTCOMP (4.0/2.0) 

MRISSLC > 365 

|   WTDHRS = ANYDEGREE 

|   |   REDUMHSC = YES 
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|   |   |   STWHLS = MATHS 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = OWNSUBINTE 

|   |   |   |   |   WTRETG = GRPAVAILSCHOOL: BIOMATHS (1.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   WTRETG = BASEDONMARK: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   WTRETG = TAKFRHIRSTUDY 

|   |   |   |   |   |   HMACHHSC <= 950: MATHSCOMP (4.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   HMACHHSC > 950: BIOMATHS (3.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   WTRETG = PARENTCOMPULSN: BIOMATHS (2.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   WTRETG = FOR FRIEND CIR: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   WTRETG = FRFRIENDCIRCLE: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = EASYGETMARK: MATHSCOMP (1.0) 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = EASYTOLEARN: BIOMATHS (3.0) 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = EASTTOLEARN: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = EAST TO LEARN: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   STWHLS = SCIENCE 

|   |   |   |   ACHSOMD = NO 

|   |   |   |   |   HBSEDUPF = NO 

|   |   |   |   |   |   STRELS = OWNSUBINTE: MATHSCOMP (7.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   STRELS = EASYGETMARK: BIOMATHS (3.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   STRELS = EASYTOLEARN: MATHSCOMP (1.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   STRELS = EASTTOLEARN: MATHSCOMP (0.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   STRELS = EAST TO LEARN: MATHSCOMP (0.0) 

|   |   |   |   |   HBSEDUPF = YES: BIOMATHS (6.0) 

|   |   |   |   ACHSOMD = YES: MATHSCOMP (5.0) 

|   |   |   |   ACHSOMD = TES: MATHSCOMP (0.0) 

|   |   |   STWHLS = SOCIAL: ARTS (3.0) 

|   |   REDUMHSC = NO 

|   |   |   STWHLS = MATHS 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = OWNSUBINTE: MATHSCOMP (2.0) 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = EASYGETMARK: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = EASYTOLEARN: BIOMATHS (3.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = EASTTOLEARN: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   |   STRELS = EAST TO LEARN: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   |   STWHLS = SCIENCE 

|   |   |   |   MRISSLC <= 434: ACCNTCOMP (8.0) 

|   |   |   |   MRISSLC > 434: BIOMATHS (4.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   STWHLS = SOCIAL: ARTS (2.0) 

|   WTDHRS = ANYPROFCOURSE 

|   |   WTUAMB = GOODJOBPRIGOV: BIOMATHS (30.0/15.0) 

|   |   WTUAMB = ENGINEER 

|   |   |   HPTUT = YES: BIOMATHS (2.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   HPTUT = NO: ACCNTCOMP (2.0) 

|   |   |   HPTUT =  YES: ACCNTCOMP (0.0) 

|   |   WTUAMB = DOCTOR: BIOMATHS (0.0) 

|   |   WTUAMB = ANYOWNBUSINESS: ACCNTCOMP (2.0) 

|   WTDHRS = MEDICAL: BIOMATHS (99.79/5.79) 

|   WTDHRS = BE 

|   |   HPTUT = YES: MATHSCOMP (19.0/6.0) 

|   |   HPTUT = NO 

|   |   |   STLAR = RURAL: MATHSCOMP (9.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   STLAR = URBAN: BIOMATHS (14.79/5.79) 

|   |   HPTUT =  YES: MATHSCOMP (0.0) 
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H. Educational Data Mining Model 

In modern education various information systems are used to support educational processes. In the majority of 

cases these systems have logging capabilities to audit and monitor the processes they support. At the level of a 

university, administrative information systems collect information about students, their enrolment in particular 

programs and courses, and performance like examination grades. In addition, the information about the lectures, 

instructors, study programs, courses and prerequisites, are typically available as well. These data can be 

analyzed from various levels and perspectives, showing different aspects of organization, and giving us more 

insight in the overall educational system. From the level of an individual course we can consider participation in 

lectures, accomplishing assignments, enrolling in midterm and final exams. However, with the development and 

increasing popularity of blended learning and e-learning, information systems enable us to capture activities also 

at different levels of granularity 

 

 
 

Figure: Educational Data Mining Model 

 

J48   Classification   Rules    Extracted   From Decision Tree 

 

Rules for Grade ‘BIO-MATHS’ 

IF MRISSLC =’450’ and STWHLS =’SCIENCE’ and STRELS = ‘OWNSUBINTE’ and WTDHRS = 

‘MEDICAL’ and   WTUAMB = ‘DOCTOR’. 

 

Rules for Grade ‘BIO-COMP’ 

IF MRISSLC =’430’ and STWHLS =’SCIENCE’ and STRELS = ‘EASYGETMARK’ and WTDHRS = 

‘MEDICAL’ and    WTUAMB = GOODJOBPRIGOV’. 

MRISSLC =’430’ and STWHLS =’SCIENCE’ and STRELS = ‘EASYGETMARK’ and WTDHRS = 

‘MEDICAL’ and    WTUAMB = ‘DOCTOR’. 

 

Rules for Grade ‘BIO-MATHS’ 

 IF MRISSLC =’430’ and STWHLS =’MATHS’ and STRELS = ‘OWNSUBINTE’ and WTDHRS = ‘B.E’ and 

WTUAMB = ‘ENGNEER’ 

MRISSLC =’450’ and STWHLS =’MATHS’ and STRELS = ‘EASYGETMARK’ and WTDHRS = ‘B.E’ and 

WTUAMB = ‘ENGNEER’. 

 

Rules for Grade ‘ACCNTCOMP’ 

IF MRISSLC =’380’ and STWHLS =’MATHS’ and STRELS = ‘EASYTOLEARN’ and WTDHRS = ‘C.A’ and 

WTUAMB = ‘GOODJOBPRIGOV’ 

MRISSLC =’380’ and STWHLS =’SOCIAL’ and STRELS = ‘EASYTOLEARN’ and WTDHRS = ‘C.A’ and 

WTUAMB = ‘BUSINESS’. 

 

Rules for Grade ‘ARTS’ 

IF MRISSLC =’250’ and STWHLS =’SOCIAL’ and STRELS = ‘EASYTOLEARN’ and WTDHRS = 

‘ANYDEGREE’ and WTUAMB = ‘GOODJOBPRIGOV’. 
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Prediction Performance of Classification Algorithm 

                              

Algorithm/Grade NAIVE BAYES MLP SMO 

ACCUNT-COMP 100 100          60 

BIO-MATHS 85.71 92.85 92.85 

MATHS-COMP 100 90.90 45.45 

ARTS 55.50 55.50 44.44 

MATHS-COMP 66.66 66.66 66.66 

 

Comparisons of Algorithms 

 

Data sets NAIVE BAYES MLP SMO J48 REPTREE 

Training set 90% 100% 95% 83% 67% 

Testing set 90% 98% 98% 90% 74% 

Accuracy 90% 99% 96% 86% 70% 

 

I. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 

The hypothesis is formed and tested using student related variables. The influencing factors for group selection  

method. From the classification algorithm the students are mostly influenced factors for obtaining the grade is 

provides more accurate results when compare to the five algorithms namely Naive bayes, Multilayerperceptron, 

j48, REPtree, SMO algorithm. The Multilayer perceptron highly provides the  Account-comp and bio-maths  

group with  100  and 92..33 of accurate results. When comparing to the MLP  and Neural network  gives the 

prediction accuracy gives to the MLP Algorithm.         

 

SSLC   Student   Branch   Selection   Recommendation System 

 

 
 

This model is used to give a suggestion for group selection design. The result states that   prediction   has   

helped   the   SSLC   student to select suitable group   for   all   kind of student.  This   model   will   help   the   

institute to accurately predict the group for  SSLC  student. 
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VII.  CONCLUSION 

 

This study mainly focused on higher secondary educational concern.  Because higher secondary  school 

education  is turning point in the academic lives of all student The academic performance of a student is 

influenced by many factors.   Branch selection is also one of the main factors which decide the entire career of a 

student.  This work will help the student to accurately predict suitable group.  In this work  we  applied Data 

Mining  techniques to design a model to suggest a suitable branch to study.  In preprocessing stage we cleaned   

all the data collected through questionnaries. The relevant   attributes are selected by using Chi-Square method.   

We compared different classification methods to select suitable classification algorithm to design a model.    

The results revealed that the MultiLayerPerception is more accurate than the other algorithms. Six hypotheses 

are framed and tested to findout the factors deciding the group selection.   The   obtained    results  revels that  

mark obtained in SSLC and parent occupation  not influence student taking group and on the other hand subject 

interest and their ambition plays major role in the predicting the suitable group selection  for students.    We 

designed a tool using   .NET framework to suggest the suitable group for the student.  If they give various 

parameters as input and click the summit button, our model  suggests the suitable group to the student. 
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